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The purpose of this article is to contribute to a better understanding of the 
contemporary value for democracy of the relationship between elected leaders 
and the armed forces. Hence, it focuses on the military effectiveness dimension of 
the CMR. It discusses why it is important and what newer democracies can do to 
successfully develop effective armed forces. The article provides “lessons learned/
best practices” of achieving effectiveness from three developing democracies - Chile, 
Hungary, and, Mongolia.
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As previously mentioned, armed 

traditional combat missions. 
Currently, there are at least six [2] 

5) provide support for humanitarian 
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execute peace support operations. 
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Table no. 1).

effectiveness requires political will 
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effective armed forces), for rational 

democratic regime abuses and 
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compatible in international operations. 
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Chile Medium-
high

Medium-
high High

Hungary Medium Medium-
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Low-
medium

Mongolia Medium Medium Low-
medium
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